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Samsung Network Card for SCX-4720F print server Ethernet LAN

Brand : Samsung Product code: SCX-00NB

Product name : Network Card for SCX-4720F

Network Card for SCX-4720F

Samsung Network Card for SCX-4720F print server Ethernet LAN:

With this network card you can share SCX-4720F laser mono MFP via local network.
Samsung Network Card for SCX-4720F. Network connection type: Ethernet LAN, Networking standards:
IEEE 802.3, IEEE 802.3u. Networking features: Ethernet, Fast Etherent, Supported data transfer rates:
10/100 Mbps, I/O ports: 1x RJ-45

Network

Network connection type * Ethernet LAN
Networking standards * IEEE 802.3, IEEE 802.3u

Other features

I/O ports 1x RJ-45
Networking features Ethernet, Fast Etherent
Supported data transfer rates 10/100 Mbps
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